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The Birth Famine: If No Children, Then No Future By Michael Charles Master Exactly how an easy
concept by reading can enhance you to be an effective individual? Reading The Birth Famine: If No
Children, Then No Future By Michael Charles Master is a quite basic task. However, how can lots of people
be so careless to check out? They will certainly favor to invest their free time to chatting or hanging around.
When as a matter of fact, reading The Birth Famine: If No Children, Then No Future By Michael Charles
Master will offer you much more opportunities to be successful completed with the hard works.

About the Author

Michael Charles Master holds an MBA from the University of Arizona and has over forty years of
experience in the corporate sector. In recent years he’s turned his attention to analyzing America’s social
problems with the same analytical prowess he brought to his business career.

In addition to The Birth Famine, he’s the author of Save America Now and Rules for Conservatives. His
latest book examines the complex negative relationship between plunging birth rates and our nation’s overall
social and economic stability. He piggy backs on the work of Harry Dent about the impact of demographics
on America. Above all else, Master considers himself to be a family man and a patriotic American.
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only obligation? Never mind, checking out routine should be begun with some specific reasons. Among them
is checking out by obligation. As exactly what we intend to provide below, the e-book qualified The Birth
Famine: If No Children, Then No Future By Michael Charles Master is not sort of required e-book. You
could enjoy this e-book The Birth Famine: If No Children, Then No Future By Michael Charles Master to
read.

As we stated previously, the innovation helps us to always identify that life will be consistently simpler.
Reading publication The Birth Famine: If No Children, Then No Future By Michael Charles Master routine
is also one of the advantages to obtain today. Why? Innovation can be used to supply guide The Birth
Famine: If No Children, Then No Future By Michael Charles Master in only soft data system that could be
opened each time you want and also all over you require without bringing this The Birth Famine: If No
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to see this page considering that you could get the link page to download and install guide The Birth Famine:
If No Children, Then No Future By Michael Charles Master Simply click the web link provided in this short
article and goes downloading. It will not take much time to obtain this publication The Birth Famine: If No
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Since the 1970s, birth rates in the United States have taken a plunge, yet our population continues to climb.
Our census agencies cleverly hide the damning truth behind inflated statistics based on immigrant births. The
frightening reality is simple: native-born American citizens are not having enough children to replace
themselves.

How has this trend damaged American society over the last four decades, and what does it mean for our
future? In The Birth Famine, Michael Charles Master expounds on past mistakes and current crises while
offering ways to reverse terrifying trends. Through meticulous research and common sense reasoning,
Master reveals the insidious effects of the birth famine on our economy, political system, and family
dynamics. He exposes the brutal truth about the ramifications of unchecked immigration. Without mincing
words or cowing to political correctness, Master skewers a materialistic modern American culture that values
goods over family.

While The Birth Famine is a wake-up call for all Americans, Master reminds us that it’s not too late. Readers
will find hope in Master’s sensible and feasible solutions. By encouraging our government and citizens to put
family first, we can reinvigorate our nation’s economy, political landscape, and, most importantly, the
American spirit.
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Michael Master sees it plain as day: children are our future, not immigrants.
By Walter Mitty
Michael Master sees the problem as plain as day: children are our (American) future, not immigrants.

This is the author's third book and it is his spot-on best.

I have known the author for almost a decade at this point. Michael is a savvy businessman, a brilliant
technologist and he loves his country more than most Americans can possibly imagine. He talks to people.
He argues with ideological opponents. But he does it as a fellow human being created in the image of God
and it is that basic respect that makes his apologia, indeed his argument, carry weight.

In "The Birth Famine" Michael argues that Americans have been cheated of their own progeny. How could
anyone maintain otherwise? He lays the blame squarely on the shoulders of his own generation, more
specifically the college-educated Baby Boomers that went on to change the world in a way they hadn't quite
intended.

You see, on the way to having it all, which is essentially a juvenile preoccupation, Boomers forgot to
reproduce themselves. By the time they figured it out, it was more or less too late as their bio-clocks expired.
So their parents did what Boomer parents always did: they used their wealth and influence to pay Junior's
way out of trouble, this time somewhat self-servingly but none the less by "outsourcing" the grandchildren
they didn't have to the cheap and compliant Third World nations of Mexico and Latin America and
elsewhere.

This "fix" came at a steep cost. First of all, who really gives a damn about the other guy's kids? I mean
really? Secondly, does anyone expect those kids -- or their mamas and papas -- to give a damn about
America, from Plymouth Rock to Valley Forge to Gettysburg to Apollo 11?

No, of course not. This generational cuckolding (so named for the cuckoo birds that perfected the trick) was
seen as a simple business transaction by the Boomers and their parents but for the rest of us -- those that were
never consulted in the first place -- it represents the complete betrayal of almost everything we hold dear.
You see, for us "everyone else" our fathers and our fathers' fathers mean something . Our culture means
something. Our history means something. Our legacy means something and it means more than cheap lawn
mowers and a band-aide over the yawning Social Security finance chasm.

Adding insult to injury, these ersatz children and grandchildren do not resemble the historic American nation
in any way. One marvels that a people should apply the dehumanized concept of "mass produced,
interchangeable parts" to living, breathing human beings but that is precisely what we have been asked to
swallow by the Ruling Class that imposed this situation on us some thirty years ago.

Making the Point

Michael presents his case for this in a clear and easily followed style. He uses logic. He excerpts discussions
held with friend and foe to give full weight to all sides of the debate. He of course has facts and evidence,
sometime from surprising sources, to buttress what would otherwise be an extravagant claim. Michael argues
by analogy,which allows even non-believers to acknowledge his point of view as the same argument is
presented in parallel ways from a Christian perspective, from a spiritual/karmic viewpoint and finally from
an atheistic, evolutionary perspective that speaks in stark terms about the harsh requirements a species must
satisfy to survive.



All three converge on the same point, adding credibility to each in turn: the West is dying of its own
selfishness, subsequent to placing momentary distractions ahead of our core purpose of procreation, almost
as though the trinkets and silly competitions are a distraction from the existential horror of personal
extinction which is, of course, the only possible destiny for the selfishly childless. The implications for the
homosexual movement are equally clear and self-evident for the stridency involved. I can't but hope Michael
will include apologica nad sanctification to the unintentionally childless not only from their Christian
mission of caring for their families with thier unallocated resources, but also from the emerging realization of
the Ethnic Genetic Interest theory that posits childless persons further the survival of their genes by working
to further their siblings' offspring etc etc.

So, Michael strikes pay dirt with "The Birth Famine" and I hope to God it refreshes and strengthens GenXers
and Millenials -- comprised of the small cohort of Boomer kids actually born -- for they have their work cut
out for them. They must not only preserve our civilization and the society it needs to flourish but they are left
the unenviable task of repopulating the former Christendom before our ancestors' incomparable two-
thousand years of sacrifice and toil is rendered for naught.

4 of 5 people found the following review helpful.
Sales of this book support a hate group
By Jason The X
Sales of this book directly support hate monger James David Manning and his group Atlah Ministries,
designated a hate group by the Southern Poverty Law Center. Research the group before you buy this book
as you may not like who you're supporting.

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
This Author Is Spot On
By Amazon Customer
The objective of our public education policies and electronic media programming is to change the behaviour
of children so that they become non-reproductive adults. Labels like GenXers and Millenials do not describe
what the females of that generation contributed to population growth. These labels describe the relative
modernization of one generation to the next, not the success or failure of that population group to replace and
grow itself. At least the Boomer label refers to what the females of their parents generation accomplished. It
is more accurate to label each generation by the number of women who decide to have no children, only one
child, or a large number of children. As the number of childless females increase, each generation moves
closer to Generation Zero, which will ultimately result in Population Collapse, or Endangered Species. If we
continue on this path, we will be only one natural or man-made disaster from extinction within a short period
of time, say less than 200 years. Do your own survey. Notice how many kids each female has, or ask her how
many kids does she think she will have. Also pay attention to the roles of women in movies and television.
Many roles require she not have any children. Notice what these women are doing during their peak
reproductive years. They are involved in fist fights, sword fights, shoot-outs, jumping through plate-glass
windows, diving on grenades in battle, and performing high-speed chases on motorcycles. Somehow, opting
out of motherhood is viewed as progress and modern thinking. This is what I call Big Brain versus nature
paradox or dilemma. Nature says increase your number, go forward and colonize the solar system; but big
brain says no, decrease your number and risk extinction from a single famine, drought, pandemic, natural or
man-made disaster. We need to get our big brain under control before it destroys us all. This is why nature
evolved a high birthrate way before evolving a big brain. If it wasn't for the high potential birthrate of
humans, the big brain would not exist.

See all 3 customer reviews...
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This is additionally among the factors by obtaining the soft file of this The Birth Famine: If No Children,
Then No Future By Michael Charles Master by online. You may not require even more times to invest to
check out guide shop as well as hunt for them. Occasionally, you likewise don't find the book The Birth
Famine: If No Children, Then No Future By Michael Charles Master that you are hunting for. It will
squander the moment. But right here, when you visit this web page, it will certainly be so very easy to get
and download guide The Birth Famine: If No Children, Then No Future By Michael Charles Master It will
certainly not take sometimes as we mention before. You can do it while doing something else in your home
or even in your office. So very easy! So, are you question? Merely practice just what we offer here and also
check out The Birth Famine: If No Children, Then No Future By Michael Charles Master what you like
to read!
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